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RIMBOARD PLUS

Precision engineered
Laminated Veneer Lumber.
Greater strength
and dimensional stability.
Consistently straight, flat and true.
Controlled moisture content
minimizes shrinkage.
Pre-cut for fast installation
with less labor.
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RIMBOARD PLUS
It’s True:

One More Thing:

PacRim™ RimBoard Plus is stiffer and stronger than plywood
or OSB products. It provides greater dimensional stability
and design values. It’s precut to precise specifications for
faster installation and reduced on-site labor costs. And
because each board is uniformly flat and true, you assured
on the same high quality on each and every job, with each
and every order.

PacRim™ is manufactured by Pacific Wood Laminates, an
affiliate of South Coast Lumber Company. We source our
timber from our own forestlands, peel the veneer in our own
plants and manufacture our line of FSC-certified products
in our own facilities. So availability is never a question, and
responsible forest practices are never an issue.

RimBoard Plus is an engineered Laminated Veneer
Lumber product composed of solid wood veneers laid
out in a parallel grain with solid veneer crossbands. It’s
manufactured to precise, pre-cut lengths to eliminate
on-site measuring, joining and ripping. Its
controlled moisture content minimizes
shrinkage and sizing problems. It
virtually eliminates surface
defects, warping and
waste.
PacRim™

If you’re looking for someone to manufacture a straighter,
stronger and flat-out smarter product, look no further than
Pacific Wood Laminates. We can do that!

Specifications:
Thicknesses: 11/8", 11/4"
Widths: 9 1/2", 11 7/8", 14", 16", 18", 20", 22", 24"
Lengths: 8' to 24'
Custom sizes: Please inquire.
PacRim™ RimBoard Plus: Refer to APA Form No. W345G for
complete details, including allowable loads.

Precision engineered LVL for uniform strength and stability.
Straight, flat surfaces on every board.
No warping, shrinkage or waste.
Greater dimensional stability and design values.
Pre-cut for fast, easy installation.
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